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Let's face

it-a

good many

of

us

have stopped worrying about the Res-

toration hermeneutic, the "command,
example, and necessary inference"
approach to biblical authority. Even
sóme of the more "open" among us
consider it a poor choice of conversa-

tion pieces when we could be discussing love. But I have to appreciate Bob
Burgess' two-part series which concludes in this issue. As one of my
teachers used to say, "You have to
have more th¿n a warm heart to talk
with a Jesuit." And if we are to t¿lk
about unity on the basis of the Bible,
to intelligent people who are not blind
to our own divisions, we'd best be
serious about hermeneutics. The anicle may not be your choice of light
funsies to read to the kids at bedtime,
but it's well worth your effort. If you
think Bob's alternative is itself inadequate, let's discuss that, too.
Another good learning experiencet
making your way through Bob

Marshall's wide-ranging guide to
Christmas gift book buying. Even
though you may not be shopping for
books, you will want to be aware of
some choice things available in both

È

EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND THEIR

GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."

EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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MEANING ... TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION ,..
TO PROVIDE A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF

technical and popular works.
Friend of mine opened up the last
Mission, with Ruth Ellene Garatoni's
picture in it, and who should drop in

but Ruth's own

.q)
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to

daughter,

see Mom

in

a

Mission.

Someone else who knows Ruth well
said that Mary Lou Walden's sensitive
interview captured the real Ruth with

integrity.
Recommended: Mike Weed's sermon as a source for one or more

It
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communion meditations.

a

preached as a means of focusing atten-

DESIGN

tion on that oft-neglected fart of our
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From the Mission staff, especially
through Jay Treat's piece, Merry
Christmas!
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A CHRISTMAS

MEDITATION

BY JAY IREAT
Although Matthew's account of Jesus' nativity is
powerful indeed, it is rare that one hears the
èomplete story. The last section of it, commonly
called the Slaughter of the Innocents, is usually left
out. The omission is probably wise when one is
telling the Christmas story to children. Due to the
mâture theme, parental discretion is advised. This
passage is for those who are children no longer.
We might ask why this grim story is rhere at
all-the swords of the soldiers do nor fit well with
the star of hope and ttre baby in rhe manger. Yer,
we who are children no longer know all too well
that the angelic message "Peace on Earth" does not
fit well with what is actually going on in our world.
We might even say rhar we begin to be children-nolonger not when we discover the truth about the
little white-bearded stocking-stuffer, but when we
discover the truth that the star and the angels do
not tell the whole story about life. Innocence is
slaughtered daily. Childhood is soon left behind for
the realities of the adult world.
For us who are children-no-longer, the story of
the child and the star musr include the evil Herod
and the Slaughter of the Innocents if we are to
believe it at all.
Not that the Christmas srory is really a tragic
one! It is simply that those of us who are
children-nolonger will not seriously accepr a picture of the world that does nor take full accouni of
evil. No one would have seen thar new star shining
if the sky had not been dark.
But what a darkness that was! 'fhe land of Judea
.Jay Treat is preacbing minister for the Hillcrest Aøenue
Cburcb of Cbrist in State College, pennsyloania.
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was occupied by a foreign army rhat considered
the people an inferior race. Rome's puppet-dictator, Herod-who for all practical purposes w¿s an
Arab-had latched onto the Jewish throne by
means of his ruthless military racrics and hii
deceitful diplomacy. He stayed in power by virtue
of his firm stand on law and order ãnd his èfficient
quashing of every insurrection and demonstration
against his policies. He had even replaced the chief
priest and other religious leadership in Jerusalem
with his own loyal henchmçn. Herbd was an evil
man.

In modern times, war has become impersonal,
almost antiseptic. Today, it is possiblè to kill
babies without running your own sword through
their bodies and hearing their frantic, hysteriðal
mothers scream. 'Ihe triumph of modern warfare is
that it no longer takes a hardened killer-good men
may now kill babies, or assenr to their dèath. Not
so in Herod's time. Herod was evil.
And in these larer years he had also grown quite
insane. He killed one of his wives, three of his

children, and gave orders that at his own death all
the respected leaders of Judea should be killed in
order to insure that the land would mourn at his
passing.

It was into that deep darkness thar the light of a
new star shone. Matthew's Christmas story is the
story of two powers struggling to overcome each
other: the power of darkness and the power of
starlight, the power of oppression and the power of
God's liberation, the power of Herod and the
power of the child.
Herod's power had its own logic. His logic said,
.
'the
stronger you are the better! Crush your
993

opposition with superior fire-power! The survival
of the fittest is the iron rule of nature! Outwit
your enemy and overpower him!
Now, God could have delivered his people with
the same logic. After all, God is the stronger. He
certainly. could have blasted Herod with superior
fire-power, but he did not. lnstead he sent starlight
and a poor, helpless child.
Why? God knew that Herod's logic could not
.work forever. Two thousand years later we can see
signs of God's wisdom. Paleontologists tell us that
many years âgo there were dragons on earth who
became too big and too powerful to survive. All
ihat is left of them today is their bones. We can see
that things today are getting too big. Our population is getting too big-if it continues to get bigger
we face a fearful rendezvous with world-wide
famine. As a nation, we are 6 percent of the
world's population and use 33 percent of the
world's yearly consumption of earth's limited
resources. One does not have to be a certified
public accountant to see that we are using much
more than our fair share.
We negotiate from a position of strength, and so
do our enemies. Our spiraling defense budget
forces cut-backs in health and education services.
Herod's logic keeps urging us on: work more!
produce more! get more! consume more! waste
more! rush more! With each new bit of added
strength we move the human race closer and closer
to the fate of the too-powerful dinosaurs.
Fortunately for us, God knew that Herod's logic
of more, more, more, bigger, bigger, bigger,
stronger, stronger, stronger was not the way. God
knew that the only way the earth could survive was
if people gave up their quest for that kind of power
that depends on the more, the bigger, the stronger.
That is why he sent us a child instead of an army.
If Herod had ever realized with what weakness
God intended to overcome Herod's power, he
would have laughed at such foolishness. But, "the
foolishness of God is wiser than the wisdom of
men, and the weakness of God is stronger than the
strength of men."
God gave us a child as a sign. He wanted to tell
us something by that sign. He wanted to tell us
who are children-noJonger that we must become
children-again. He wanted to tell us that we must
stop collalorating with Herod and condoning his
methods.
Rubem Alves asks us to hear a parable:
Children are playing. One of them points his finger at
the other and says, "Bang, I killed you!" Adults are
playing. One of them points his gun and bang, "I
killed youl" Children's play ends with the universal

resurrection

of the dead. Adults' play

ends with

Thank God for God, who comes to us as a child!
Herod's victory at Bethlehem is an illusion. The
child is the one who will win in the end.
For the way of the child is the way to God's
future-the future we call the kingdom of heaven'
The way to God's future for human beings is not
the way of more-bigger-stronger. It is not the way
of the dinosaurs. It is not the way of Herod. It is
the way of the child.

At that time the

disciples came to Jesus and asked,

"Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?" He
called ¿ child, set him in front of them, ¿nd said, "l
tell you this: unless you turn around and become like
children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven.
Let a person humble himself till he is like this child,
and he will be the greatest in the kingdom of heaven.
"Whoever receives one such child in my n¿me
receives me. But if someone is a cause of stumbling to
one of these little ones who depend on me, it would
be better for him to have a millstone hung around his
neck and be drowned in the depths of the sea. Alas
for the world that such causes of stumbling arise!
Come they must, but woe betide the person through
whom they come!"

Jesus condemns the path that Herod took.
Christians are to imitate the way of the child. Jesus
does not ask that we become childish. He does
absolutely require that we become childlike, if we
wish to enter the kingdom.
So, don't work more, don't produce more, don't
consume more, don't waste more, don't rush
more-that is the way of Herod. Learn the way of
the child-slow down, live in harmony with nature,
enjoy the people God sends your way, love things
instead of using them, be creative, declare peâce,
let the sufferings of others melt your heart with
the unfeigned sympathy of. a child, and let their
joy fill your heart with the child's spontaneous
gladness.

We who have become children-no-longer must
become children-again. We cannot become children
by our first birth-we are separated from that by
the words "no longer." We are separated from that
by our knowledge of evil. But we can turn around.
We can go on being reborn in Christ until we
become children-again. Once we were children; we
could not understand the story of Herod, it only
frightened us. When we became children-no-longer,
we understood the story, but it still frightened us.
When we become children-again, we will understand the story and it will no longer frighten us.
True maturity is the second childhood.
Brother, sister, learn the lesson of Christmaswhen we needed God most he sent us a child.
Praise the Lord! When we needed God most, he
sent us a child.

,læt\

universal burial. The world of adults creates the cross,

but thc resurrection is the pattern of the world of
children.
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BY MARY LOU WALDEN

CHURCH OT CHRIST
WOMEN: UP
FROM TRADITIONS
OT MEN
SECOND OF TWO PARTS

What is it like , this Church of Christ cukure thar
has nurtured and supported, yet inhibited, its
women? As we analyze not only recent events that

have indicated rustlings of freedom but also our
Ionger heritage, one fact of our past is clear. Ours
was a, world whose blacks and whites (no pun
intended) were clearly defined. It was a world of
certainty in which all questions--at leasr rhe ones
we were free to ask-had pâr answers, usually Bible
verses out of context.
It was a world of the 'lrue Church, just as surely
as the Belle Meade Country Club was at one rime
Nashville's one and only True Social Club. One's
spiritual stature as well as one's salvation status was
measured by membership in the True Church.

From within this exclusive institution it was
difficult to come to terms with the hurnan race, to
feel that sense of identity and oneness with rhe
entire human family which one musr feel if she (or
he) is to mature and thrive.

As we continue to ask women from this background to reflect on their heritage-particularly
during re cent months, or "the Year of the
Woman"-this 'Irue Church syndrome proves to be
boon and bane.
A religious institution that regards itself as rhe
"one-and-only" is in a positior-t to dominate its
members and to control lives somewhat authoritatively by zr "logical" process rlìar goes like this: the
Church of Christ is tbe'I'rue Church" l3cing True , ir
teaches only commands of God. One teaching is
that women must stay in their place, express no
opinions that matter, and do the work delegated to
them by men who "run tlle churclr."
DECEMBER, 1975

The consequence of the application of this
"logic" has been to stifle creativiry and growth
among women. Being told what limited work we
must do and being denied ways in which to

discover and develop God-given ralents, abilities,
and interests, Church of Christ women have been
smothered into dullness by the institution which
claims to save us. This surely is the most destructive feature of our cultural-spiritual legacy. Repentance on all sides is overdue.
Theologically, Church of Christ tradition does
strange things with Scripture, approâches it in ways
that have caused women to be hurt, harmed, and
ignored. I was taught in all my years in Sunday
school as well as at Lipscomb to stucly Scripture in
context, but I was not taught to use this approach
consistently. For instance, I learned not to ta.ke
New Testament exâ.mples of footwashing as binding today because middle-class culture does not
procluce many dirty feet. Yet I was instructed to
take as binding Bible instruction to women ro "be
silent" because th¿t command is the "will of God."
In one case we argue on cultural grounds against
following a New "lestament example ; in the other,
we claim to argue on theological grounds. Bur in
both cases I suspect that culture has provided the
real basis of interpreration; both footwashing and
women's equality have been culturally-socially
unacceptable.t Thus Dull Jills by rhe score have
grown up impressed with the stamp of helpless
inferiority, living only for orhers, developing no
sense of intrinsic self worth, often teeming with
inner rage and frustration. Sadly, their lives have
borne the stamp of True Church approval.

Paradoxically, however, Church of Christ culture
reflects positive values, too. If the True Church has
made us "inferior" isolated snobs, it has also
encouraged us to be very protective of one another
in a family sort of way. Here culture (southern
hospitality) and theolory ('l am my brother's
keeper") join hands warmly. Many of us know the
joy of .immediate acceptance we receive when
visiting other Churches of Christ or when meeting
"church" people in secular situations. For the most
part rapport is immediate, and friendships based on
church membership blossom fast, often blooming
for lifetimes. Never having been a member of any
other religious group, I can't say whether this same
family protective spirit prevails also among, say,
Baptists or Methodists or Catholics; but those I've
talked with who come from other groups say that
it does not, ¿t least not with comparable intensity
or permanence.
Another treasure that our church culture has
bestowed upon us is Bible knowledge. Knowing the
content of the Bible, we recite with ease such facts
as names of its óó books, n¿mes of the 12 apostles,
the 23rd psalm, along with a lot of choice "proof

positive teaching on love and grace, teaching that
endowed her with self-esteem and worth.
The other women talked, too-June about the
"change for the better" she has seen in the church
during the 10 or so years she has been a member.
"When I first became a member of the Church of
Christ, I couldn't believe the intolerance towards
other denominations, towards Blacks, towards lots
of people and ideas; but I believe we have
mellowed over the years and I now think that I can
serve Jesus as I should within this framework. For
a while I wasn't sure what I had come into,
however."
Ãnd Katby talked about the way other religious
bodies she has known show the same biases-narrowness, exclusiveness, isolationism. "The problem
of rigidity and conformity is not limited to the
Church of Christ," she stated.
Gene Ann spoke about the sense of "family
concern" she feels towards Church of Christ
people. "No matter where you go, whom you meet
in different Churches of Christ, you feel a re¿l tie
that binds you together, almost as thick as blood

"

context. And even
though facts about the Bible were often made to
seem more important than its leading châracter,
Jesus Christ, that information alone has helped to
give order to our faith.
But what does all this mean to today's Church
of Christ woman? Again, the intervie*r ihrt follow
are in no way a scientific analysis, nor scholarly.
They aÍe mainly the spontaneous overflow of
powerful feelings about religious culture, recollected in tranquility, sp rken in love, anger, and

ties.

hope.

Yes, they all agreed that the strong cord that
tied all Churches of Christ together-in the past, at
any rate-was the True Church tie. ":lhat idea,
elevated to doctrinal stature, has been the chief
negâtive teaching we've had to grapple with. It has

texts," both

in and out of

Gene Ann Masters of Hoosick Falls, New York,
at the foothills of the Green Mountains, is always
eager to discuss what makes people tick. There in
Gene Ann and Dickey's comfortable basement den
she had assembled several of our friends for an
afternoon of planned conversation. Our topic:

What has the Church of Christ done to make us the
women we now are?
There was lris Godfrey, long gone from her
native Texas, who talked about her father's influence on her spiritual life. A Church of Christ
preacher in a time and an area of rigid adherence to
the doctrine of salvation by works, Brother
Prescott had chosen a more excellent gospel to
preach. And thus Iris had grown up with a feeling
for God's grace and love and had been spared the
teaching that she had to work her way to heaven.
Her life has been one of deep Christian commitment, not frantic busy-ness. She talked as if she
had grown up within a Church of Christ counterculture because of her preacher-father's strong,

6
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Each of these women saw something different in

the Church of Christ to be glad about in terms of
their personal growth and development. They felt,
further, that in the final analysis each congregation
and church-culture environment had to be evaluated on its own individual merits. "Perhaps so," I
conceded, "but don't you think that there has
been any common thiead to bind them all together
regardless of how varied the individual churches
have been?"

made us exclusive, almost snobbish and repugnant
to people of other churches. But we're becoming

more open-minded, more willing to share our faith

with others and more interested in sharing theirs
without being dogmatic." This last was pretty
much a response in unison. Probably none of them
would disavow the True Church concept but would
confess that it is more properly identified by love
and grace than by "rightness." I left that gathering
feeling good about our future in the Church of
Christ. It was getting easier to breathe.

Maybe even single women will find breathing
easier, thanks to liberating forces in our social
culture that are beginning to make it "respectable"
to be unmarried, This influence has just begun to

filter into church culture. Traditionally,

single

women in the church have been regarded as almost
non-existent. They haven't been a "second sex," a
DECEMBER, 1975

Christ preacher and that he and her mother were,
in Elizabeth's tender, growing, sensitive mind, tbe
cburcb. Her home and culture were inextricably
intertwined. The ideas of her parents had the force
of the Will of God.

Ona Belknap

,oan Atkinson

status enjoyed only by married women; they've
been more a "non sex." That they have held this
status in society is, of course, regrettable. That

they have held it in the "family of God" is
deplorable. While it is not our purpose here ro

catalogue the ways in which the church has treated
single women even worse than it has married
women (if you have doubts, pick out an unmarried
woman and ask her what the church has done to
enhance her self-esteem), it is rather to show how
church culture has contributed to limited social
development in many unmarried women.
My friend Elizabetb, a retired school administr¿tor, is an example. Elizabeth holds two college
degrees, she is bright and competent, she has spent
close to 60 years of her life in the Church of
Christ, rarely missing even a mid-week service. Yet
the contributions she has made to the program of
any local congregation-except for monetary offerings which have been welcomed-are almost nil,
save for those contributions of time and effort
which she has initiated herself and quietly executed in the privacy of her home.
When I asked Elizabeth to comment on the way
she feels the church has shaped her personality, she
replied with sorrow:
"I'm sure that my inhibitions are the direct
result of my upbringing. I acquired with my
mother's milk the impression that women's place
ordained by God is vastly different from man's and
that man is to be the dominant force in the world.
Still there was ever-present in me an obstinate
rebellion against this subordinate position arbitrarily imposed on the 'weaker sex,' and that's the
reason, I suppose, I was never able to submit my
will to that of one particular man,.as I was taught
the wife must do. I recognized long ago that my
attitude toward marriage is not what it should be,
yet I felt helpless to change it. I guess if I can make
any sense at all about how my religious upbringing
has made me what I am today, I'd have to say that
the abnormal concept of marriage I inherited has
affected my whole life and made me a rather
lonely person."
Of no little significance in Elizabeth's rearing is
the fact that her father was a lifelong Church of
DECEMBER, 1975

We have been told for lo so many years, as my
wise friend and lifelong crusader Ona Belknap
points out, that as a woman, "You must not. . . ."
And with few exceptions, the result has been that
"we have grown into a group of non-thinking,
non-involved persons," Ona said. It's the same
thing that happens to all minority groups-Blacks,
the poverty-stricken, or whoever; after so many
put-downs, they finally come to feel inferior, then
feeling inferior, they act all the more incompetently. The circle is vicious and large.
The fact that this is also true in society atlarge
makes it no less a problem for the church: "The
Christian woman must learn to develop the mentalities God gave her," echoes editor Belknap's
position.

In all the geographical criss-crossing required to
locate a variety of patches for this Church of Christ
cultural quilt,

I talked to one woman

whose

self-evaluation helps to make the quilt something
of an heirloom. Joan Atkinson is a combination of
the best ingredients that make up the ideal
Christian woman of the future: she is a devoted
wife and mother, a teacher of adults at church, and
a professor of library science at the University of
Alabama. She grew up in Memphis, where her
father was an elder at the Union Avenue Church of
Christ, her mother a shopkeeper who worked six
days a week. Joan graduated from Harding College
and later from both the University of Texas and
Pratt Institute in Brooklyn.
For many years she has combined her responsibilities of wife , mother, student, and teacher with
relative ease. When I asked Joan to tell me how her
background had shaped her into the person she is
today, she, thinking I wanted a best-seller on her
ability to overcome insurmountable odds, replied,
"I just don't have anything to say. I've never felt
put down in any way."
Nothing to say indeed! She had grown up in a
church-oriented family, spent four years at a
Church of Christ college, another two years teaching in a church college, and-to top it all-she had
been married for ten years to a minister.
Under prodding she told the truth. . . .
"I guess I am wh¿t I am today because of the
two chief male influences in my life, Daddy and
Jon (husband). Daddy always taught me the
importance of learning to do well something I
enjoyed, not just in case, but more because that
just seemed the sensible thing to do. Also my
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physically impossible, you have
alternatives.

"

to find

some

For still others, z larger group than it's comfortable to recognize, freedom in Christ has come only
after collapse from the enormous weight of Works,
that awful chore of trying to please God through

constant activity or "church work." For these
women Christianity was something they were

Audrey Bolster

mother always worked; so to me as a child growing
up, I learned to think that work wâs something all
grownups did, men and women.
"Then when Jon came along he encouraged me
to do whatever I wanted and the result has been
simply wonderful. I've never been held back or in
any way been made to feel 'second class'for being
a woman.tt
Wbat sball we do? Where do we go from bere?
Perhaps in Joan's "success" story there is hope
for future generations, for in it may lie one of the
keys to unlock the door to freedom and joyous
living for wom€rì: men-fzthers, husbands, brothers-who encourage us to be our best selves. Jon
Atkinson would be first to acknowledge the
personal benefits he has enjoyed as a result of
encouraging his wife to launch out in all her areas
of talent and interest.
For the present generation who may never know
the power of male encouragement there is also
hope, though progress will be borne of struggle.
For some women a new-found freedom comes
through reading. This happened for Audrey Bolster, a grandmother, when she happened upon
Norman Park's article "Set Our lüomen Free."2
"Most liberating thing I ever read!" exclaimed
Audrey with glee, as she hastened to order extra
copies for her friends. For others the same deliverance comes from prayer, meditation, and deep
soul-searching. This happened f.or Sara Anderson,
lifelong Church of Christ member and minister's
wife. "l just finally came to see that the things I
was working so frantically to accomplish (e.g.,
getting others to believe 'correct doctrine') weren't
producing true fruits of the Spirit. In fact, more
and more I've come to feel that love, not 'right'
belief, is the real essence of the gospel."
For others, liberation has resulted from simple
economics. This happened f.or Møry Jo Kirby,
who says, "Because we lived so far from church
and couldn't afford gas for three weekly trips to
the building, I was forced to develop a faith that
didn't hinge so much on church attendance. Not
th¿t attendance isn't important, but when it's

I
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personally responsible for supporting and defending; and only after they were crushed by the heavy
load, were they in a position to allow God and
Christ to support them. Their names are Legion,
their struggles painful. Many have not survived in
the Church of Christ.

Relief has come

to

some through lectureships
in Christ Today"
seminar in November of 1,974 in Austin, Texas,
marked the formal launching of an idea-Biblerooted Liberation of women in the church-whose
time had arrived. Not only did this event and its
keynote address by Bobbie Lee Holley open
theological doors for full participation by women
in the affairs of the church, but also it provided
searching women with a whole new way of viewing
themselves in God's scheme of humankind. More
powerful than the proverbial pebble, the Austin
seminar was a boulder tossed into stagnant waters
of women's spiritual malnutrition. The waves will
ebb ¿nd flow with hope for years to come. Like
Moses' tree that sweetened the bitter wâters of
Marah, what happened in Austin a yeü ago will
season the dull lives of many a woman previously
soured by Church of Christ culture!

and seminars. The "'Women

Church of Christ women-what are we in fabric
design? Socially isolated from others, uncomfortable in their presence because we are the

and

True Church, they the Lost. Maybe on a subsurface level uneasy because we're not fully persuaded we are true, and lingering doubts can gnaw
. . . isolated from each other, some of us, especially
we're single, for being unmarried means being

if

worthless--so if you're single too, you can't be
worth much either, the "logic" goes unawâre . . .
mindless to a degree, for in an environment where
minds and intellects lie dormant, they degenerate
like eyes of a mole . . . inferior too, whether
m¿rried or single, all the more so if divorced . . .
frantic, going about "doing good," working our
way to heaven, with no time to stop to consider
whether we're on the right road . . . guilty-much
to do, so many services to attend, so many souls to
save, never a moment to call my own . . . Lord,

forgiveme....

Turn the quilt over to the warming

side:

searching . . . reading, attending seminars, thinking,
praying; the answers are blowing in the wind . . .
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loving, able and eager to share homes and families
with those of the household of faith . . . enduring,
remaining in the Church of Christ for all its fr¿ilties

"I

can help others who are going through
because it's my spiritual home,
these are my brothers and sisters; because I want to
!.1p it become a more loving and accepting
fellowship; because I was "born" in ir and I bélievé
that God has a place for me here . . . forgiving,
wanting to accept you in your weakness just as you
must accept me in mine . . . willing'to "let each
other be what we are" .. . changing . . . growing
. . . emerging from slavery . . . up from traditioni
of men and males . . . lots of good things. . . .
Dull Jills and Plain Janes are shaking loose their
because

my old struggles,"

heavy ball and chain of salvation by works and
basking in the sunlight of God's grace rhar makes
possible transformation into Bright Bettys and
Joyful Joans. The hour is at hand. Lord, teacb us
to sift tbe kernels of Cburcb of Cbrist culture,
keeping tbe grain of Bible-based føitb and blowing
away tbe cbøff of heaoy buman tradition.
NOTES
l

For an in-depth analysis of the Bible's rreatment of
women, see Bobbie Lee Holley's "God's Design-Woman,s
Dignity," Mission (March, April, May, l97S).
2Norman Parks,
"Set Our Women Free," Integrity, 4
_
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I SAW YOUR FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW
I saw your footprints in the snow
There, over by the chapel,

-/.

Around the side and past the steps.
Yes, what a lovely way you go:
The snow swirled round,
And the trees wore lab-coats of ice.

/

.¿

Nice.

And
And
And
And

the grass was white-pure wh¡te.
the gray steps, too,
the vari-colored roof-pure white.
the buzz of tires on the cobblestone street
Was muffled with a great white sheet.

And I saw your footprints in the snow
On the white day,
On the surgically white day,
On the antiseptic, sterile day.
, /
y
Yes, what a lovely *uy you go,
And in your footprints
J.
I saw scarlet, smelled the scent.
I could taste it in my mouth and in by bowels.
Blood.
What a sterile, lovely wày we go.

But not you: no.
I see your bloodprints in the snow.
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BY BOB BURGESS

NEU TE5TRMENT
MTERPRETRTIOII:

PROBIEM&PROBE
PART

ll: PROBE

This probe is limited to exploring a method of
interpreting the New Testament that relates to
such internal concerns of the Church of Christ as
the holy kiss, baptism, and women's role. These are
not the great social issues of our time, but they still
have great significance in our brotherhood.

THE CHARACTER OF GOD
The character of God is the starting point for
interpreting the New Testament. God cannot be
contained by a "pattern" conceived by me n's
minds any more than he could be contained in a
temple built by men's hands. If God cannot be
confined in this manner, how can one understand
the character of God? When Moses had difficulty
comprehending who God was, he asked God for his
name. God answered, "l will cause to become what
I will cause to become" (Exod. 3:I3-I4). God's
name indicated to Moses that he would reveal his
character through his mighty acts in history. But
when one reads Scripture to see what Gocl has
done in order to understand who he is, one finds
different aspects to God's character. The Scriptures
reveal a God who never changes in some ways, but

they also reveal a God who in other ways does
change. In what sense does he remain unchanging
or steadfast? In what sense does he change? If the
answers to these questions can be discerned, a
method may emerge for separating the cultural
from the noncultural, the te mporal from the
eternal or the expendable from the essential in the

New'festament.

10
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The Unchanging God

In what way is God unchanging? He has always
wanted to save his people from their sins, to
befriend mankind, to reconcile them to himself
and to each other. He has always wanted to
establish a relationship with his people, to know
his people as a husband knows his wife. God
established a covenant or agreement to be God to
Abraham and to his seed- after him. In return
Abraham and his seed were to keep God's commandments (Gen. L7: l-l+).
God acted to free Israel from Egypt and revealed
that he wâs sympathetic to the weak and oppressed, a merciful God and strong to save. AII
generations of Israel looked back upon the exodus
as the event which estaltlished them as the people
of God. Later generations worshiped by recounting
God's deeds among them. By recounting his deeds
they gained assurance of his activity among them

in their time, and they were confident that he
would continue to act among them in the future.

However, Israel did not keep the covenant with
God. From the golden calf to the crucifixion of
Jesus, Israel tempted God. God allowed foreign
rulers to subject Israel to chastise her. The prophets interpreted God's wrath as the other side of
God's love. When Israel's sufferings were full, God
raised up deliverers such as Deborah, David, or a
Cyrus. He sent prophets to Israel with words,
"Comfort, comfort my people." God demonstrated himself to be merciful, longsuffering, and
healing on the basis of repeated acs of salvarion
and preservation in history. He demonstrated
himself to be faithful, a keeper of the covenanr
(Deut. 7:6-L1,, Neh. 9:32, etc.).
God's decisive act in history was manifested Lry
his presence in Jesus. He reconciled the world to
himself through the cross and the resurrection. He
has shown most dramatically that he is a saving
God. Through the cross and resurrection he has
called forth a New Israel and made a new covenånt.
The new covenant has been written on the heart
and strengthened by the Spirit. Through the Spirit
this people cries "Abba" (Father) and walks in the
presence of God as the disciples walked with Jesus.
But the New Israel walks with God no betrer rhan
Old Israel did, and God has given the Advocate
whose blood continues to cleanse from sin. At a
time which seems good to Gocl he will bring to
completion the work that he has begun in us, and
we shall live together with Jesus in God's presence.
God will then be all in all.
How this relates to New Testament interpretation will be shown later, but now some consideration must be given ro the other side of the coin.
God is unchanging in that he is always acting to
save mankind, but he acts in changing historical
DECEMBËR,,I975

circumstances. God acts over and over; he cloes not
speak once for all time. He speaks ancl acts again
and again and teaches his people to see him at

work in different times and different cuitures in a
way that is compelling to a particular people in a
specific time and place. Thus, the changing God
also must be taken seriously.

The Changing Godt

God's word or command and his activity may
change even though he is always unchanging in his
commitment to sâve mankind. What God says ro a

of one particulâr culture and time may be
totally incomprehensible to a people of anorher
culture and time. Instead of God being rigid and
infle xible, Scripture reveals that he is flexible,
people

compromises, and one time even repented! What
follows are illustrations of the changing God.
After Israel sinned by worshipping the molren
calf as the god who brought them out of Egypt,
God's wrath was ready to spill out and consume
Israel then and there. Moses interceded for the
people, He dared to remind God of the covenanr
that he had made with Abraham, Isaac and Israel,
and God's word says, "Jehovah repented of the evil
which he would do unto his people" (Exod.
32 t7 -I+). Imagine! God repented !

n the same vein Israel's
first king was the result of God's compromise. During the time of the Judges God raised up deliverers
to throw off the yoke of foreign dominance. There
wâs less "bureaucracy" between the people and
God without a king, but Israel looked increasingly
to other nations as the model to imitate. Israel
wanted a king (1 Sam. B:5), and Samuel spoke reluctantly with God about the matter. God interpreted tl're desire for a king as a rejection of hirnself
(8:7). At this point God could have sent Samuel to
the people with an ultimatum, "Choose this day
whom you will follow, the God who led you out of
Egypt or a king." He did not. Instead he faced the
rejection, warned the people that having a king
would cause them additional hardships such as rhe
draft, forced labor, increased taxes, ancl later ha<l
Samuel anoint Saul
not be clissuaded.

a.9

king when the people would

The surrounding nåtions or cultures had influenced Israel. God showed a lack of rigidity and
authoritarianism by allowing a change. 'lo be sure
he intended to rule his people through the king. He
was not giving up his lordship over Israel. Neverthe107
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less, he compromised on the scheme

of leadership

that he felt to be better.
God has never demonstrated a passion for the
rigid conformity of each generation to all of his
commands. The tabernacle gave wzy to the temple.
The charismatic leader gave way to the king.
During the Babylonian captivity the Israelites were
stripped of both the temple and the Holy Land,
but they survived as his people apart from these
'external forms of worship because God's relationship with his people did not depend upon those
external forms. Sometimes the Israelites created
new forms of worship such as the synagogue
because of necessity. This is not to say that the
external forms were unimportant. The pêople were
to honor God through the tabernaclei temple, or
whatever form aided in making the relationship
with God a concrete one until historical circumstances forced the people to abandon them.
There were cultural and doctrinal differences in
the apostolic church also. The fact that God could
accept the worship of different churches reflecting
differing doctrines and practices wâs indicative of
God's flexibility also. Some of these differences
were discussed in the first article (November
Mission). Other differences will be detailed later.
For now it is enough to say again that God
demonstrated that he related freely to his people in
different ways in different ages. He never insisted
that the Old or the New Israel persist in keeping all
the commandments pertaining to worship, organization, etc., for all time.
On the other hand, some practices were continued throughout all generations or in each culture.

For example, circumcision has been practiced from Abraham to the present day in Old
Israel. And New Testament baptism was practiced
in Aramaic-speaking Jewish, Greek-speaking Jewish
or Gentile churches.

he Significance of this Tension

What is the significance of the tension between
the unchanging and the changing God for New
Testament interpretation? It will be recallecl that
God has been described as unchanging in the sense
that he has always acted to save and befriend
mankind. God has been described as the changing
God in the sense that he has allowed different
cultures to respond to the saving events of God in
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their own way within limits. The qualificâtion
"within limits" is crucial. God may have allowed
the changes of the type described in the preceding
section, but other changes were not allowed.
To illustrate from Old Israel again, God acted to
save mankind when he called Abraham from Ur
and made a covenant with him. This covenant was
sealed by circumcision, and both the covenant and
circumcision remained effectual "throughout their
generations" (Gen. 17:12). It was one thing for
God to allow a change from the tabernacle to the
temple, but another thing altogether to alter the
rite of circumcision (Gen. 17:14). To worship in a
tabernacle or a temple had nothing to do with the
covenant existing between God and Abraham's
children. Circumcision, on the other hand, reminded Israel of their relationship to God regardless of their historical circumstances. Thus it
appears that one way to distinguish the expendable
from the essential is to determine wbetber the
practice tbat God commands is connected uitb ø
salaation eaent.

One more illustration from Old Israel: the great
salvation event of Jewish history was the exodus.
In commemorâtion of the exodus the passover was
instituted and was to be observed "throughout
their generations" (Exod. 72:t4). While God allowed the Israelites to have a king as opposed to a
charismatic type of leadership, the Israelites were
not to discontinue the passover. Changing the reins
of government had nothing to do with commemorating the salvation event of the exodus, but the
passover reminded the people of the event that
proclaimed to whom they belonged, from whom
salvation had come, and for whom they were to
live. So, the passover remained in effect "throughout their generations" to call Israel to renewal
continually.

God's act in Christ when he was crucified,
buried, and raised from the dead is tbe seal of the
new covenant and tbe salvation event that has
created the New Israel. It is this event that reveals
with greatest clarity that part of God's character
that is unchanging. It hás revealed his love, mercy,
wrath, etc., and it is, was, and will be the most
excellent concrete expression of God's desire to
save and befriend mankind until Jesus comes again.
The New Israel of apostolic times was shaped by its
response to this event. That is, the worship,
community life, evangelistic thrust, etc. were
shaped by this event. Inasmuch as it will always be
powerful to save, wbat is expendable and essential
i'n tbe New Testøment will be determined by its
relationsbip to this e'Ðent.
The fact that God (let alone ân apostle!) has
spoken does not mean that a specific command or
practice is binding today. The commands or
DECEMBER. 1975

practices which are binding "throughout our generations" will be those which proclaim the saving
act of God in Christ.

The Lord's Supper, Baptism
The link between the Lord's supper and baptism
and the death, burial, and resurrection is so close as
to be inseparable. Jesus himself instituted the
supper (Matt. 26:l7f.f.; Mark l4 12f.f.; Luke

22:7ff., John 13, L Cor. 7l:23ff.). While Jesus

ñ
Ð

terpreting the New Testament in order to distinguish
the expendable from the essential commands therein for our day and time is to see whether those commands/practices are rooted directly in the death,
burial, and resurrection of Jesus. The time has
come for the practical application.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The practical application of the "salvation
event" method of New Testament interpretation
represents my own thinking and struggle to come
to grips with internal issues. My thinking is still in
the formative stage and the following treatment is
very brief. This article does not even deal with the
"One God" (Deut. 6:4) and the significance of
monotheism for racism, poverty, etc. Within these

himself did not bapttze others, he linked baptism to
the cross in a most compelling way (Mark 10:38,
Luke 12:50).'? The Lord's supper and baptism are
linked inseparably to the salvation event, which
called us into being as the New Israel and was the
sign of the new covenant. Thus the Lord's supper
and baptism are to be observed "throughout our
generations." As long as the death, burial, and
resurrection of Jesus is powerful to s¿ve and
compel the loyalty of mankind, the Lord's supper
and baptism should continue to be essential to
prâctice until he comes manifested again. The
question is not whether the apostles command it,
but why?
What about the specifics, i.e., when should the
Supper be observed? What are the contents? For
whom is baptism? What is its mode?, etc. My own
feeling is that once it has been determined that the
practice in question grows directly out of the
ialvation event, the early church should guide us in
the specifics. Hence, I see no compelling reason to
observe the Lord's supper or baptism in any way
different from the apostolic church. I shall not
reject Ãcts 20:7 , for example, as guidance for me
today in when to observe the Lord's supper. To
reject tradition wholesale is.adolescent. To cling to
all tradition without questioning it is senility.

limitations the following is offered.
Holy Kiss, Wearing the Veil
I stârt with the holy kiss (Rom. L6t76) and
wearing the veil (1 Cor. 11:ó) because there is ån
overwhelming agreement in Churches of Christ that
these commands are not essential to practice
today. Although the occasion to practice both
occurred in the worship of the apostolic church, it
is felt fhat these commands were meaningful only
in the apostolic age and not our own. The question
here is how can we be certain that we are not in
error by refusing to obey these apostolic commands in our worship today? The commandexample-inference method cannot give a clear
decisive guide to determine wbicb commands are
essential for us to practice.
The question as I see it is how inseparable is the
link between the holy kiss and wearing a veil to the
death, burial, and resurrection? The answer is that
there is no direct connection of the holy kiss and
wearing the veil to the salvation event. Therefore,
these commands do not have to be observed
"throughout our generations. "
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Women's Role in the Church

How does the salvation event of the cross relate

to the problem of women's role in the church

today? Before this question can be answered, a
look at the New Testament reveals that there were
different paths for women to follow.
There are only two passages in the New Testament containing commands for women's silence in
the assembly: (1) 1 Corinthians 14:34-363 , (2\
1 Timothy 2:ll-1.2.In the case of the passage in I
Corinthians, the question "How silent?" could be
raised in view of 1 Corinthians 1I:3-16.In 1 Corinthians 17:3-16 it is quite obvious that women were
praying and prophésying in the assembly while
wearing a veil. Indeed, the question in 1 Corinthians 11 is whether women should cover their
heads-not whether they should be silent. So in
Corinth and Ephesus women were commanded to
keep silent, but the command of silence seemed
more stringent at Ephesus (where Timothy was,
1 Tim. 1:3).
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On the other hand the New Testament reveals

that there were women in substantial leadership
roles. In Romans 1.6:I-2 Phoebe was commendeã
by Paul. He referred to her as a diakonos which is

tr¿nslated "deaconness" or "helper." She was also
called a Prostatis which is translated "patronness"
or "helper." If Phoebe were a patronness, then her
function was to represent the church or individual
brethren on occasion before the Roman government. Prostatis is the noun form of the verb
proistemi which is the same word that is translated
"to rule" in Romans 72:8; I Timothy 3:4-5, 72,
5:I7; or "to lead" in l Thessalonians 5:12. Therefore, Phoebe was every bit as much of a leader in
the church as those mentioned in 1 Thessalonians
5:1,2.

There are also variations from Paul's command
that wives be in subjection to their husbands (Eph.
5:22, Col.3:18; also see L Pet. 3:1). For examþle
Aquila's name was mentioned before priscil[a,s
when the couple was first menrioned (Acts 18:2),
but thereafter Priscilla's name was mentioned first

(Acts 18:18, 26; Rom. 16:3; 2 Tim. 4,I9).
The order of names is significant because the one
mentioned first is preeminent. One hardly imagines
that Priscilla h¿d ro ask Aquila ar home about
everything that she did not undersrand. Although
there is no evidence that Aquila was retarded, iiis
obvious that Priscilla took the lead in their life
together.

Having recognized that different practices regarding the activities of women were evident in the
New Testamenr, how is the tension between
submissiveness to men and equality with men to be
explained? Paul's teaching about the cross conrains
both of these themes. Paul sees Jesus as emptying
himself on the cross (Phil. 2:5-1,1). Jesus did not
please himself but took our reproaches [on the
crossl (Rom. 15 :3 ). Therefore, Paul does not
hestitate to command women to be silent if the
glory of God would be compromised by their
speaking out. In the situation at Corinth and
Ephesus there was much disorder, disputation and
contentiousness (1 Cor. 1l:16,19,14:I-39, etc.; 1
Tim. 1 :3-4, 4:I-4, 6:3-10, etc.).a It is possible rhar
women were embroiled in these controversies, and
b.eing more argumenrârive than normal. By keeping
silence they reflected the glory of God by givin[
detractors no obvious rarget for criticism.'- This
submissiveness was of the same character of Jesus
when he went to the cr<-rss.

On the other hand, the cross broke down the
barriers that separated people from each other. It
broke down racial, social and sexist barriers (Gal.
3:28). Therefore, in a place like Rome where there
was a push for women's equality with men going
on at the time,s Paul had no difficulty commend:
14
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ing Phoebe for her work. He certainly did not
rebuke her for usurping aurhoriry.
The conclusion is that the traditional commandexample-inference method of New Testament
interpretation has ignored the full impact of the
positive emphasis on women by Paul. On the other
hand, the merhod of interpreting the New Testament by rhe cross can take seriously both the
submission and equality themes concerning women
ln the New Teatament. Because both the submission ancl equality of women occurred in the New
Testament at the same time, the command for
women to be silent is cultural like the holy kiss and
wearing the veil. Negatively, the command of
silence is not linked to the cross in the same way as
the Supper or baptism because it does not teli us
who God is, or who called us into being as a
people, nor does it recall us to the New Covenant.
Consequently, the command for women to be
silent is nor to be observed without limitation
"throughout our generations." I conclude that in
our culture women should be allowed to serve
today in the same way that Phoebe did-on an
equal basis with men.
does interpreting all things by the cross
--Ho*rhe
affect
concepr of Resrorationl I do not feel
that it is necessary nor possible to restore the
apostolic church today, but I have indicated'where
I think our tradition can be valuable. The important thing is that by keeping the characrer of God
central in the matter of New Testament interpretation we shall have some place to stand while we
thrash out internal and external problems. By
interpreting the New Testament by the cross anâ
fesurrection, it will become possible to cause the
li.fe o,f the reigning Lord to emerge through the
church today rarher rhan rrying io breatñe the
breath of life inro an impersonal pattern.
FOOTNOTES

lThe Scripture never refers to God as "the changing
God." It would be more accurate to say "the God who
allows change." The section wâs so called to contrast more

clearly with the subtitle, "The Unchanging God." This
subtitle should not be taken for a lack of reveience.

2See O. Cullmann,
Baptisrn

in tbe New

(Lorrdon: SCM Press, I95O), pp.9-22.

Testament

3The st"tement in 1 Corinthians
14,33b, ,,as in all the
of the saints" is to be included in the paragraph
starting in 1 Corinthians 14:26 rather than beginning the
churches

following secrion that actually starts with, ,,Lei the
." (1 Cor. 74:34). C. K. Barrett, The First
Epistle to Tbe Corinthians (London: SCM press, 19ó8),
women. . .

p.330.
aNotice that Paul
cloes not hesitate to tell contentious or
disorderly men fo be silent (1 Cor. 17:t6, 14:22-3O).
ssamuel Dill, Roman Society
From Nero to Marcus

Aurelius

(Cleveland

1956), pp. 77ff

.
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RENEWAL IN THE PUTPIT

goùilroil

BY MICHAEL WEED

Inasmuch as many have undertaken

to

compile

a

narrative of the things which have been accomplished
among us, just as they were delivered to us by those
who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word, it seemed good to me also, having
followed all things closely for some time past, to

write an orderly âccount for you, most excellent

Theophilus, that you may know the truth concerning
the things of which you have been informeÍ,uk.

t,

t_+

Recently a well-to-do family adopted a Vietnamese orphan, a little boy of about four. One
night they came upstâirs to the little boy's room
for one of those "last looks" which all parents give
their children-and I suppose new pårents are even
more prone to give. As they stood there looking
down at the sleeping new member of the family,
the mother leaned down to pat the little head and
smooth wrinkles out of the pillow. The pillow
wouldn't smooth out, however, and picking it up
to give it a fluff, they discovered a little pile of
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greasy food scraps-bits of fat, the end of a carrot,
and a lemon rind.
And as they looked down at this paltry collec-

tion of garbage, they suddenly realized-really
understood for the first time-how much their new
son was still responding to his former life. They
realízed how much-in spite of his youth and
thousands of miles-he was still under the influence
of painful memories. And only then did they really
grasp the nature of that past. Standing there
looking down at the sleeping child, they hoped
that in time other memories would come to
counter and offset-if not replace-vivid recollections of a distant land, strange sounds and unpleasant smells-memories of a child's experience
of war.
I think this incident underscores for us something of the inescapability and importance of our
capacity or ability-some would say necessity-r:f
remembering. Along with hope and imagination,
memory is one of our most unique and fascinating
aspects. It is through memory that we are able to
get beyond or to break the chains of time. It is
through memory that we carry the past and its
meaning into each new experience of the present.
15

ntogistRolloMay

has

written that "memory is not just the imprint of past
time upon us; bur it is also the keeper of what is
meaningful for our deepest hopes and fears." Not
surprisingly then, many would argue rhar it is
through memory that we know who we are and
what we are. Each of us carries certain mental pictures of the pasr which are indelibly etched or
burned on our minds. We remember, for example,
climbing an apple tree, rhe smell of freshly mown
grass, the smiling face and sunburned hands of a
parent or grandparent now long departed.

And each of us has what we call "good
rnemories." We have vivid mental pictures of
family gatherings at Thanksgiving or Chrisrmas
time, birthday parties, first dates. These memories
are always with us, continually telling us where we
have been, what we have been, and who we are.
Some would even suggesr that they tell us who we
want to be.
Likewise, we all also have bad memoriesuncomfortable memories. We don't try to recall
these memories but they too are alwayj there with
the permanence of footprints set in concrete. Each
of us recalls awkward moments, social blunders or
periods of intense embarrassment. And we also
remember experiences of shame, private guilt-even
srn.

Just âs with our good memories, these too are
always with us, telling us who we are, telling us
who we have been. And they too constantly
impact on our day-to-day affairs, influencing the
wây we treat the newsboy when he comes to
collect, the way we discipline a fussy child, the
way we react to a barking dog at two in the
rnornlng.
So then, we all know something of the inescapability and importance of memory in our lives. Eách
of us has good and bad memories. And each of us
knows that memories are mixed blessings. In fact,
the experience of remembering confronts us with a
deep problem. And this is not only because of our
bad memories but also because of our good ones.
Countless poets and philosophers have pointed out

it is precisely our good memoriés which so
often give rise to feelings of sadness deep within us.
Who among us has nor had to put out-of his head
memories of a happy pasr because of the wistfulthat
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ness, sadness, even pain accompanying them. And
we've all had the experience of looking forward to
meeting with an old friend-or perhaps attending a
class reunion-only to come away feeling lonely,
disappointed and empty.
So not only do bad memories plague and haunt
us. Our good memories also fail us in a sense. They
show themselves unable or unwilling to meet the
demands we make on them. And they frustrate us
because deep inside we feel that there ought to be
memories that won't fail-memories that won't
leave us sad and empty, memories that won't
simply taunt and frustrate us. Deep inside, each of
us longs for memories on which we can depend for
knowing who and what we are.

Christianity makes just such a claim. Christians
claim that there are such memories-memories that
c¿n meet every demand we make on them.
Christians know of a past which overwhelms,
transforms and undergirds the present. Neither
Luke nor any of the other writers of the Gospels
writes simply out of an histori¿n's curiosity. They
are reporting events experienced to be the axis of
all history-events seen ro be the key to the
meaning of all human experience.
It is precisely because of their impact on and
importance for the present that thesè events are
recorded. In this regard two of Luke's words seem
especially significant. Luke tells us rhar he reports
events which have been accomplished among us.
And here it is important to remember that Luke is
not an eyewitness to these events. But he
nonetheless speaks of them as happening "among
us" because of their continuing reality and impact
within the Christian community-"among us."
For Luke the magnitude of these events is so
great that nothing could be more appropriate than

dividing history into B.C.-"before Chrisr"-and
A.D. And, for Luke, "4.D." would mean more
than simply living "after Christ." Luke's "among

us" records the experience of those living after the
incarrlation but also living in the community
defined by its continuing reality and impact.
"4.D." therefore means, "in the year of our
Lord," the "today" of our Lord.
We come together now to place ourselves with
others who share this memory and claim this past
to be their past. Our common confession of
Christ's lordship is our submission to let this
memory stand above all those countless other
memories we cherish. And in this regard, our
Christian memory is a recollection of judgment, a
recollection of failure and sin. It levels all those
other memories which we would claim and lean on
for support-memories of personal success, achievement, or popularity. It exposes the pride and
pretentiousness which we invest in such memories.
DECEMBER, 1975

It

is also the memory of judgment on ourselves

collectively, for example, as we read of the
agonizing, lonely Jesus abandoned by his sleeping

disciples in Gethsemane. And we know this, too, to
be our past. As we have denied him individually, so
also we have denied him collectively.
But curiously, we are permitted, even invited, to
look squarely at those bad memories from which
we constantly flee-those memories we try to
ignore or repress. Now, "in the year of our Lord,"
we are permitted to know and experience the fact
that these are not the final assessment regarding
who and what we are. Who we are is not limited to
our personal histories. We know that the final word
rests with God, not ourselves and our memoriesour bad memories or oúr good ones! We have the
freedom of knowing that the final word rests with
God-and that this word is spoken in Christ.
We remember and experience a deliverancerelease from our individual histories and permission
to share in a new past. We remember God's having
taken the initiative-his continually taking the
initiative-on our behalf. We have a past which was
ours even before we were born. As Paul writes,
"God chose us in Christ before the foundation of
the world." We remember a love which sought us
before we existed.
Consequently, one of the true miracles of our
faith is that we have a new past. In Christ, God
gives us a new memory. And this new past which
we recall is not simply a sanctuary, or a womb to
which we flee from the present and the future.
Now, our awkward and wayward steps which
formerly appeared as if set in concrete are seen to

lie within another set of footprints. And these
other footprints form our "new past" giving
meaning to the present and enabling us to meet the

future-the unknown-as a friend. Because of this
"yesterday" we confidently meet each "tomorrow."
Now there is one further point about Luke's
expression "among us" which we must note-an
extremely difficult but important point. This
expression not only captures the impact of the past
on the present. These words also remind us the
Christian memory is a shared memory-the
memory of an "us," by an "ts."
By this we meân that the Christian memory is
not simply a memory that may be shared. Rather it
is a memory which, because of its very nature,
requires that we stand with that group-with that
"us." To claim this memory means to let it bind
me to the "us" which it remembers. To claim this
memory means nothing short of standing with
those others-and at that place-where it becomes
"our" memory. A memory which is experienced
"among us." To do otherwise is as inappropriate as
DECEMBER, 1975

a birthday party without family, friends-even the
celebrant himself.
Luke tells us that he writes in order that his
reader may know the truth of the things of which
he has been informed. Without reading too much
into the text we may detect here the suggestion

that there is the possibility that one may be
informed-may know data, facts-without experiencing their truth. One may be informed without
making that information his own reality.

Surely in the incident of the adopted Vietnamese child, we can imagine that he had been
informed of his new status. We can hear the new
parents taking him into the house saying, "This is
your new home," "This is your yard, swing set,
toys, room" and so on. And yet, when we see the
bits of scraps under his pillow, we know that he
has not yet come to know the truth of his new
situation.

Many

of us âre not unlike this child. We live
access to well-stocked pantries, full

within easy

refrigerators, even freezers. Yet we spend time
storing bits of trash under our pillows. Many of us
have access to the Bread of Life but still scavenge
garbage heaps. We seek security, look for meaning
and freedom among memories that cannot sustain,
much less give life.

nd

although there

are

many reasons this is so, it may be in part at least,
because we have not placed ourselves where this
memory becomes our past-in the community of
faith. For it must first become our past before it becomes m)/ past. For it is "among us" that the truth
of that which we have been informed must take
shape. It is "among us" that it becomes something
which we can touch, feel and experience as our

own truth-become our own past.
We are left with three closely related questions*
questions important for us both as a church and
individually. First, what memories are we drawing
on? What memories do we cherish and responcl to?

Are we living "in the year of our Lord," or is
"A.D." simply a convenient calendar device?
Second, what has happened among us? What is
happening among us? Third, what is our legacy?
Just as the new parents of the Vietnamese child
realized, we too are building alegacy.Is our legacy
one that gives life? Or is it one that will frustrateultimately fail?
Luke points us to memories that give life. It is
these memories we now commend as our common
past.

fimN
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BY ROBERT R MARSHALL

Let me be the agent of countless thousands of
book-lovers and students and tell you they would
appreciate a book (or books) at Christmas. In fact,
they'll take it right now if you have it wrapped!
The problem, though, is not their wanting a book;
it is your problem of narrowing to one book from
the thousands available. Hopefully this article will
offer some help.
At the same time, as in years past, we will recapitulate some of the recent noteworthy books
published within the past months or year. Possibly
they will serve you as good gift-ideas, but, actually,
The person for whom you are buy-

ing a book may have hundreds of
books*but, does he have a basic library of four or five essential works?
And, you interrupt enthusiastically to
ask, "Wh¿t are these works?" To
which I reply by a question: does he
have a "good" Bible, a concordance,
an atlas and a Bible dictionary or
handbook? These are the basic tools
for Bible study.
But, you observe, what does one do
when faced with dozens of options in
each of the above categories?
I

would make it an RSV Harper's Study
Bible edir.ed by Harold Lindsell (Zond-

ervan, $13.95; in United Kingdom

Eyre & Spottisuoode Study Bible).lf
I could have only one English concordance I would select Young's Analytical Concordance (Eerdmans or
Abingdon, $15.95). If I had to select
one Bible atlas I would take The Macmillan Bible Atlas edited by Aharoni
and Avi-Yonah (Macmillan, $14.95),
although the new second edition of
the Oxford Bible Atlas (Oxford,

$4.95) is the best value for the money
in paperback. If I were picking a single
Bible handbook or dictionary I would
choose between two: The Neu Eerdmans Handbooå to the Bible edited by
Alexander (Eerdmans, $12.95) or the
New Bible Dictionary edited by Doug-

las (Eerdmans, $12.95). But don't
overlook the new Abingdon Bible

Handbook (Abingdon, $15.95) just
out
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accuracy of prices because of factors all-toofamiliar in our inflationary economy. The second is
a matter of integrity: the fact that a book appears
in this column does not mean that we commend all
that it says. However, the vast majority of the following are works which we believe to be generally
edifying and constructive in special measures.
Tbe Power

There are a number of important
studies issued throughout the past
months, all of which would serve as
good gifts. These are exegetical or expositional approaches to biblical and
theological issues facing Christians.
Eerdmans, for example, has introduced a new series

("I

Believe") with

stimulating lead-off volume

In

are

available whether you ever buy them.
Two special notes are appropriate before we get
to specific titles. One is that we cannot insure the

IMPORTANT STUDIES

FOUR BASIC BOOKS

If I could own but one Bible

you will be aware that these significant works

Tbe Holy Spirit by

a

I

Belieae
Michael Green

(Eerdmans, $2.95, paper). Some of the

other contributors in this series are
George E. Ladd (I Beliezte In The Resurrection of Jesus), Howard Marshall

(Historical Jesus), Jeoffrey Lamp (The
Church) and Leon Morris (Revelation).
Incidentally, I still consider Michael
Green's earlier volume Eoangelism In
Tbe Early Churcb (Eerdmans, $6.95) a
superb addition to every library. Green
is one of the most expressive and vital
authors in today's religious contexr.

If you have struggled with the problems of cruelty, suffering, war, famine
and hell-and how God's character is
good while allowing or causing theseyou will appreciate an excellent st¿tement by John W. Wenham in Tbe
Goodness of God (IVP, $2.95). A very
helpful book is J. I. Packer's Knouing
God (IYP, $5.95); it will help you
Iook with new eyes at the simpleappearing expression "to know God."
This book is an excellent gift.

Bethany Fellowship has issued in
America an important study of "eternal security" (perseverance and falling
away) by I. Howard Marshall, Kept By

of God (Bethany Fellow-

ship, $4.95, paper). Another work,

also issued at an earlier date, which deserves greater attention is James D. G.

Dunn's Baptism in tbe Holy Spirit,
Volume 15 in Studies in Biblical Theology, second series (SCM and Alex
Allenson, paper).

The outstanding New Testament
first .'of two volumes entitled N¿a)
Testament Foundations: A Guide For
scholar Ralph P. Martin has issued the

Christian Students (Eerdmans, $8.95).
I covers the four gospels. Its
sequel will deal with the remainder of
the New Testament. Fortress Press has

Volume

recently published several serious
works which will influence biblical
studies. One is Hans Walter Wolff's
Antbropology of tbe Old Testament
(Fortress, $14.95). Another is Sieg-

fried Herrmann's A History of Israel in

Old Testament Times

(Fortress,

$15.50). A very important work is the
English translation of Martin Hengel's
Judaism and Hellenisn (Fortress, two
volumes, $34), which assesses the impact of Hellenism on Judaism from the

time of Alexander the Great to the

Great Revolt. This period of encounrer
has great implications for our understanding of the New Testament.

Several other studies bear special
mention. Two important entries in the
study of apocalyptic made their appearance during the past months: Tåe

Apocalyptic Mooement by Walter
Schmithals (Abingdon, $8.95) and
John J. Gunther's St. Paul's Opponents and Their Background: A Study
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of Apocalyptic and Jewisb Sectarian
Teacbings (Leiden' Brill, 9ó guilders).

Edwin M. Yamauchi treâts the sub-

ject of the origin of Gnosticism and its
supposed influence on early Christi¿nity in Pre-Cbristian Gnosticism' A Sur'
oey of tbe Proposed Eoidences (Eerdmans, $7.95). Two volumes by the
distinguished F. F. Bruce have joined

the ever{engthening list of highly regarded works by this evangelical
scholar.' Paul and Jesus (Baker, $2.50)

and Jesus and Cbristian Origins Outside The New Testam¿nt (Eerdmans,
$

3.45 ).

Of the many outstânding

books

from Cambridge University Press, space
limits us to two. One is Gordon P.
Wiles' volume on the significance of

Paul's intercessory prayers:

Pøul's

Intercessory Prayers, Society for New
Testament Studies Monograph Series,
24 ($19.50). Then, there is John Bowker's ¡løsøs and the Pharisees ($13.50).

STIMULATING!

I have grouped the following into a
catch-all of very profitable ¿nd readable books which h¿ve the power to
move and change and delight us. One

of the most interesting is

Gospel

Light's Peace Cbild by Don Richard-

son ($1.95, paper). This almost unbelievable story has been selected by
Reøder's Digest to appear in its December, 1975, issue as a condensed
book selection.
A close second is the story of Corrie
ten Boom increasingly publicized because of World Wide Picture's recently
released movie "The Hiding Place."

Aside from its intrinsic interest, the
book (The Hiding Place) has a most
excellent agenda of many profound
questions for which modern Christians
should seek biblical answers. Really
two books, not one, tell about Corrie
ten Boom: The Hiding Place (Spire,
$1.50, paper) and Tramp For the Lord

(Christian Literature Crusade

and

Revell, $2.95, paper).
Corrie ten Boom reminds me in part
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. I still recommend Bonhoeff.er's The Cost of Discipleship (Macmillan $1.95, paper);

the first third of the book ("Grace and
Discipleship") should be read by every
Christian.
H. E. Butt has written a useful book

on Christian leadership. Tbe

Velaet
Coaered Brick (Harper, $ó.95) is v¿luable for many reasons, but its main feature is to recommend to moderns the
restudying of the biblical concepts of
authority and submission.
Of the many soul-searching books

on

hunger, you may start
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with

W.

Stanley Mooneyham's Wbat Do You
Soy to a Hungry World? (Word,
$ó.9s ).

Two books are worthwhile gifts to
every married person or anyone contemplating marriage. One is Marabel
Morgan's The Total Woman (Revell,

$5.95). The other is Jim Reynold's
Secrets of Eden: God and Human Sex-

uality (Sweet, $2.45). Reynolds is very
perceptive and his subject is obviously

more than marriage; it deals with sexuality. When you give Morgan's book,
watch out for feedback and some

sparks! A very sensitive book

is

Margaret Evening's treatment of the
single life in Who Walk Alone (IYP,
$3.95).

Many persons and congregations
to examine and re-examine
the subject of worship. I suggest two
studies with biblical orientation. One
is by Ralph P. Martin. His work was
originally published in England by
Marshall, Morgan and Scott; more

cially recommend Tbe Romans and
tbeir Empire (Book 2, $3.75), Tbe
Middle ,4ges (Book 4, 53.75), Martin
Lutber (2O4O38, 52.45), The Pyramids

(O724O9,52.45), and Tbe Roman
Army (O72433, $2.45). Speaking of
Cambridge reminds me that the very

valuable Cambridge History

of

the

Bible is now available in paper at
s24.501

Dr. James Dobson, author of the
to Discipline, has four
new, very practicâl and stimulating
booklets: Dobson Talks About Loae
(Gospel Light, 7 4OlL8), Anger
bestselling Dare

(740207), Guilt (7470304), God's Will
(7470401). Each is part of the Family
Life Library and the price is right: 95ø
each.

continue

recently it has been issued in the
United States by Eerdmans: Worsbip
in tbe Early Church ($2.95, paper).
Another very helpful study suitable

for personal or private use is Wendell
Willis' l/orslrip (Sweet, L^ 239, SL25,
paper).

A

most interesting historical study

is Sex and Marriøge

in

Utopiøn Com-

munities' 19tb Century Americø by
Raymond Lee Muncy. Muncy, chair-

man of the history department at
Harding, has compiled sketches of
such utopian groups as the Shakers
and Mormons. This fascinating book
was originally available from Indiana

University ($10.00), but

more

recently, through Penguin (418ó0,
62.9s).

I like Tbe Singer by Calvin Miller, a
work very contemplative and full of
life (IVP, $3.95).
A very important popular work on
apologetics came from England two or
three years ago. Originally published in
three separate booklets, Colin Chapman's Cbristianity on Trial has been
combined into one volume by Tyndale
House in the United States. Tyndale's
is a real value at 57 .95 (paper),

although the English editions

aÍe

graphically superior.
Also from England comes a delightful historical series from the prestigious Cambridge University Press. The
series is called "Cambridge Introduc-

tion to the History of Mankind." It

combines two types of paperbacks,
there are six larger booklets describing

major epochs and developments; the
second is a series

of more specific and

shorter booklets called

"Topic

Books." These are excellent and most
readable treatments of history. I espe-

SPECIAL TRANSLATION
The World Bible Transl¿tion Center
(1401 Hillcrest Drive, Arlington, Texas
7óO10) is involved in a pacesetting and
much-needed Bible translation especially for the deaf. A first volume of
the projected Neu Testament of the
English Version for tbe Deaf is now
available: Luke and Acts. You will do
a greãt service by purchasing a copy of
this fine translation for any deaf per-

son you know. If your congregation
has a ministry to the deaf, please con-

tact the World Bible

Translation
Center. And since this is a season for
gift-giving, please consider a monetary
gift to this worthy project.
The translation for the deaf reminds
me of a very helpful book for parents
with handicapped children. This would
be a good gift especially for parents
reeling over the discovery of or early
experiences with their child's handicapt Helping Your Handicapped Cbild

by

George

W. Paterson

(Augsburg,

$2.95, paper).
REFERENCE AND THEOLOGICAL

You will make someone very happy
give him any one (or all) of the
following significant reference or theo-

if you

logical tools. They will serve the recipients for years to come.

The first volume of Tbeological
Dictionary of tbe Old Testament,
edited by Botterweek and Ringgren, is

for serious students of the
is a goldmine of information
similar to the New Testament counterpart in Kittel. Volume I covers thec¡available

Bible.

It

logically significant Hebrew

words

from abb to bødbødh. Ey the wây, this

important dictionary is translated by
John T. Willis of Abilene Christian
College.

The second edition of Herbert G.
May's Oxford Bible Atlas is available.

As stated bcfore, in my opinion the
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paperback edition

of this work

at

covered that Festschriften and special

$4.95 is the very best buy in atlases. A
second edition is also now available of

scholarly collections.are lasting inclusions for one's library. There ¿re three
recent volumes which I commend to
you âs rich resources of current
scholarship. One is edited by Longenecker and Tenney: Neus Dimensions

John Bright's excellent A History of
Israel (Wesr,minster, $9.95). Bright's

Autbority of the Old Testament has
been reprinted by Baker ($4.95,
paper).

Zondervan has issued two splendid

reference collections which should
thrill any Christian. The first is the
Neø International Dictionary of tbe

Christian Churcb edited by J. D.
Douglas-a one-volume, entirely new,
1,088-page collection of 4,800 arricles
by 180 authors (No. 111O0, $24.95).
The second Zondervan publication
is the five-volume Zonderoan Pictorial
Encyclopedia of the Bible edited, by
Merrill A. Tenney. This is an oursranding work of careful research with generally well-written essays on a wide
range of topics. The scholarship is
obviously conservative-and purposely

so. In my opinion, the encyclopedia
combined some of the outstanding features of the older ISBE and the newer
Interpreter's Dictionary of tbe Bible

with newer

in Neu Testantent Study (Zondervan,
$8.95). Then, speaking of Tenney,
there is a collection of studies in honor
of Merrill C. Tenney by his former students, edited by Gerald F. Hawthorne:

Current Issues in Biblical and Patristic
Interpretatioz¡ (Eerdmans, $9.95). An
honorary volume presented to Leon
Morris features New Testament essays

on atonement and

eschatology:
Reconciliation and Hope (Eerdmans,

$7.95). The contributors include outstanding New Testament scholars such
as F. F. Bruce, Earle Ellis, Günther
Bornkamm, Ralph P. Martin, James D.
G. Dunn, Richard Longenecker, I.
Howard Marshall, C. E. B. Cranfield,
G. R. Beasley-Murray and George
Eldon Ladd.

bibliographies, profuse

illustrations and some color photo-

Two hundred forty scholars
have contributed 7,500 articles in

graphs.

these volumes, available at 579.95.

A very significant addition to

Testament (Eerdmans

that chapters and even smaller sections
begin with a bibliography of pertinent
literature (books and periodicals).
Although many Americans think of
Helmut Thielicke primarily in terms of
preaching, exposition and ethics, he is

in fact all that and more. The "more"
is that he is a professor of systematic
theology. Volume I of what will be
Thielicke's fullscale series on dogmâtics is now available: Prolegomena:
Tbe Relation of Tbeology to Modern
Th ougbt-Forms (Eerdmans, $10.95).

The translator is Geoffrey W. Bromiley.

In the general câtegory of introductions, you will want to secure an excel-

lent literary introduction by Leland
Ryken: The Literature of tbe Bible
(Zondervan, 57.95). Also, in 1975
Augsburg published the English edition of Otto Kaiser's Introduction to
tbe Old Testament ($12.50). This
tion

If you

20

edi-

has upclated bibliographies.
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are like me, you have dis-

the history of exegesis. Finally he
pauses for a section of theological reflections. Here is a really significant
work for what it says and bow it says
it.
Several other outstânding Old Testa-

ment commentaries would be excellent gifts. Derek Kidner has done a real
service in his two-volume work on the
Psalms: Psalms 1-72 (lVP, $7.95) and
Psløms 73-150 (IVP, $7.95). Kidner's
volumes are two of the latest additions
to the Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries. Others are R. Alan Cole's

Exodus (IVP, $7.95) and Deuteronom)/ (lVP, $7.95). In the Tyndale
New Testament Commentaries, the
last of twenty volumes has been added
with the release of Leon Morris' Luke
(Eerdmans, $3.45 paper). For whalever it's worth, I consider both Tyndale series to be the best possible sets

Two other Old Testament works
merit mention. One is the first entry in
a new series called The Voice of the
Old Testament. It is J. A. Motyer's

$12.50). [,add's work is a theology,
but that may scare some away.
Remember, Ladd is a biblical theologian and thus the book is a massive
compendium of information on the
major subjects of the New Teatament.
An important feature of the book is

ment context of the passage, the New
Testament context of the passage, and

for the money.

âny

serious Bible student's library would
be George Eldon Ladd's A Tbeology

of tbe New

his criticism of the various approaches
to the Scripture which emphasizes one
or another of the elements of correct
understanding (such as form criticism,
exegesis, history, etc.). Thus as Childs
discusses each passage he includes several types of comments: textual and
philological notes, literary and history
of tradition problems, the Old Testa-

of
of Amos: 'fbe Day of

excellent, popular tre¿tment

the
the
$3.95). The other is vol-

message

For those interested in archaeology

and biblical backgrounds you'll be
interested in Harry Thomas Franks'
excellent Discouering tbe Biblical

World (Harper, $16.95) and Kathleen
M. Kenyon's record and results of her
archaeological work in Jerusalem' Dlgging Up Jerusalem (Praeger, $12.50).

G. Herbert l,ivingston has a very
important work in The Pentateucb in

1¿s Cultural Enoironment (Baker,
$8.95 ) which utilizes various discoveries in Near Eastern studies with
specific application to the first five
books of the Bible.

COMMENTARIES
There are some worthy additions in
this category during the past months.
Perhaps the most significant volume is

of Exodus by Brevor S.
Childs (Westrninster, $15). Among
The Br¡ok

other things, this is a volume of Westminster's Old Testament Library. B:ut
that is not its most significant quality.
Rather, it is that Child's method opens
a whole new world almost completely

in most modern commentaries. Childs has been outspoken in
forgotten

Lion (IYP,
óA in the Anchor Bible:

ume

Judges

by Robert G. Boling (Doubleday, $9).

Mentioning The Anchor

Bible

reminds one of Markus Barth's long
but profitable treatment of Ephesians
in two volumes, Epbesiøns 1-3 and
Epbesians 4-6 (34 and 344, Doubleday, $1ó per set). C. K. Barrett's commentary on Tbe Second Epistle to the
Corintbiøns has joined his excellent
work on First Corinthians in Harper's

New

Testament

Commentaries

(Harper, $8.95).
The New Testament scholar Ralph
P. Martin has contributed a compact

and illuminating volume in the New
Century Bible: C olossians and
Pbilemon (in United Kingdom,
Oliphants l,3.soi in USA, Attic Press,
Greenwood, S.C., $9). Equally valuable, and much longer, is William L.
Lane's major work in Eerdman's New

International Commentaries' Comolt the Gospel of Mark
(stz.9s).
Finally, through the help of his
widow, Delno Roberts, the commentzry by J. W. Roberts on Reueløtion
(Sweet, S+.25) makes a worthy addiTnentary
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tion to The Liaing Word CommentarY
edited by Everett Ferguson. It is v¿lu-

able for its treatment of this great
biblical book; but it is also especially
valuable because death interrupted
J. W. Robert's writing of the manuscript.

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

There's still nothing like those
.dandy Arch Books (Concordia). Now
there are eleven sets (six different
titles in each set, $2.79; individual
Arch Books, 40ç each). Arch Books
are appealing to preschoolers, good
practice for beginning readers, and
beneficial for older children and
parents (there's a parents' page ât the

end of each Arch book). The great
thing about these little jewels is that
they combine biblical texts with splen-

did, colorful artwork. No

wonder

there are more than fifteen million in
circulation. In addition to the eleven

sets, there are two supplementary
books, Sing a Song of Gladness (59C
1302), fifteen Pslams rewritten into
childrens' verse; and God, I't¡e Gotta
Talk To You! (5OC 1301), a book of
sixteen pr¿yers for children with Peanuts-style cartoons to make ptayer a,
rich and n¿tural experience. There's
also a 1976 Arch Book Calendar com'
bining colorful artwork, biblical tests
and some charming verse.

For older children, Michael and
Libby Weed have created a very fine

tool: Bible Handbook -for

Young
Learners (Sweet, $5.95 Kivar). It summarizes the main points of the Bible,

defines ó33 Bible terms and names,
and provides 1OO illustrations along
with colorful maps. Get this!

Although not cre¿ted especially for
children and young people, I commend two excellent volumes to stimulate interest in God's Word: The Old

in Liaing Pictures (Gospel
Light, $5.95) and The New Testøment
Testament

in Living

Pictures (Gospel Light,
$5.95). These are photo guides of fine
pictures to illustrate scenes of biblical
interest. Parents would do well to buy
volumes like this and leave them displayed for younger readers.
There is no one quite like William
Barclay for lucid and stimulating pre-

sent¿tion of biblical thought on a
popular level. Recently Barclay has
written two books of daily readings
for young people (junior and senior
high ages). They are excellent and together they provide daily readings for

a period of one yealt March Orders
($2.95, paper) and Marching On

($3.50, paper). Both are published by
Westminster Press.

Concordia Publishing House of St.
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Louis has some outstanding but inexpensive children's series. There's their
Action Book series ($2.50 each) with
four new excellent titles: Someone
Wbo Cøred (The Good Samaritan),

At las¿ (Exodus), Tbe Original
Floøting Zoo (No¿h's Ãrk) and Tbe
Free

Man With Long Hair (Samson). In
their Caterpillar Books (39ç each,
paper) four newer titles are very

I

worthwhile: The Surprise,

Talk To

God, The Tree and Four Friends znd
Green Frog.

I am very

impressed

with

Con-

cordia's new See and Tell series. Each
little book has artwork by the famous
Annie Vallotton with a biblic¿l text on
the back cover. However, there is no
text along with artwork. The artwork
is to trigger a response in the child and
he is to provide a running story as he
sees the pictures. Something of the
same principle is used in I Am by

Joanne and Benjamin Marxhausen

(Concordia) where words and pictures

trigger verbal and written

responses

from the young reader.
One of the best children's books
ever is 3 in 1: A Picture of God (Concordia, $3.95). Two books with very
strong printed messages with accompanying records are Conrad the Cobbler a.nd Busby-Tailed Helpers. Both
are from Concordia and cost $1.49
each.

There are some fine stories told in
comic-book format in Revell's Splre
Cbristian Comics (39ø each). Some
which I like are Tbrougb Gates of
Splendor, The Gospel Blimp, Time To
Run, God's Smuggler, Tbe Cross and
the Switchblade and, In The Presence
of Mine Enemies. Altogether there are
almost twenty titles.
RESOURCES

A number of very useful books and
materials was issued the past months. I
have collected the most outstanding
under this category of "Resources" because they are idea- or how-to books
and supplies.

The Sweet Publishing Company re-

cently issued three very imaginative
packets. These contain bang-up ideas
for congregational Bible study classes
and nursery programs. The titles are

self explanatory: 96 Bulletin Board
Ideas (packet YT1O3G, $5.95); How

to Build a Creatiae Nursery Program
by Glenda Ravanelli, a guide for the

the Christian's use of a modern technological advancement: the cassette re-

corder. The complete title is: Eoerything You Need to Know for a Cas'
sette Ministry: Cassettes in tbe Context
of a Total Cbristian Communication
Program (Bethany Fellowship, $3.95,
paper).

I am very impressed with the
brevity and insight packed into Gospel
Light's Sunday School Teacber's Plan-

book and Hou To Plan and

Your

Orp¡anize

Year-Round Bible Ministries.
They would be a conrribution to any
Christian teacher. Actually the Planbook is issued in four separate volumes
for different age groups: early child-

hood (Order 9o1 O1 oó), children
(9Il 02 o8), youth grades
7-LZ (97 LO3 O2), and adult (99 IO

grades 1-ó

409). Each is $1.95.

If you've ever taught a boy's or
young men's class, you might be interested in a book developed by Bob

of York, Nebraska: Timotby
Training and Talks (t122 Delaware,
York, Nebr. 68467 , $3.50, paper).
I still have found nothing else like
the "Creative Strategies for Churches
Lewis

ldea Series" for practicable and imaginative suggestions. I find myself leturning again and again to such volumes as Grou Groups (No. 12), Films
and Euangqlisz (No. 25), Week Day
Bible Clubs (No. 2O), Sbopping Center
Ministries (No. 24), Re*eats and Eoangelism (No. 3) and Senior Citizens in
Euangelism (No. 19). For a complete

listing and . prices of these fine resources, write directly to: Evangelism
Department, Board of Home Missions;
2850 Kalamazoo Ave., S.E.t Grand
Rapids, Michigan 495O8.

Four paperback volumes

titled

Mastering Neu Testament Facts (John
Knox, $2.45 each, paper) can be used
with efficiency in personal and class
studies or for special purposes such as
training new Christians.

Finally, a real thesaurus on

evan-

gelism is Let tbe Eartl¡ l:lear His Voice
(World Wide Publications, Box 1240,
Minneapolis 5544Oi fi12.95). This
book has almost 1,500 pages of the

major contributions of 110 participants of the Congress on World Evangelization held in Lausanne, Switzerland in 1974.

May the Lord richly bless you during the coming New

Yearl

/¡ffi\

church's ministry to children from
birth through two yeârs (Packet
YT5OOG,

$

I 1.95 ) ; and Hoø to Grow a

Cburcb tbrough the Bible Scbool by
Ray Fullenwider ($8.95).
Viggo Sogaard has researched and

collected a mine of ideas concerning
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A Disappointing Tone
Having too often myself chosen the
easy and tempting posture

of absolut-

ism, I am troubled by the tone of
Jimmy Jividen's critique ("ls the Restoration Principle to be Rejected, "
Sept.-Oct.) of last year's article by
Lanny Hunter. It is often entertaining
to view, in public or in print, the
colorful exchanges between two
opposite extremists; when a wellconsidered, sensitive srarement

Jividen characterizes Hunter's ârti-

cle "in which he rejects the resroration
principle" as a negative diatribe. The

article; though, affected me in a very

it

suggested

to me rhar

whether the Restorationist position is
ultimately right, wrong, or in-berween,

the reasons for my espousing such

a

theology are based in my fallible brain.

This thought forces me to hesitate
before condemning other fallible
brains and the choices they make.

I am not defending Hunter's position against attack. I am suggesting

that the counter-position can be (and
has often been) stated without widening the gap between the two into an
abyss. Jividen's final sentence (that
Hunter is "negative toward the church

he rejects")

suggesrs

that either he

failed to read Hunter's last five paragraphs, or he considers critical selfexamination as being tantâmount to
betrayal.

Attitudes such as that indicated in
Jividen's critique have too often in the
past helped label the Church of Christ
as a non-communicative body of selfrighteous smugness. That label is no
longer accurate (if it ever was); we
must, however, avoid the NixonianAgnewian urge to assume that "everyone to my left (or for that matter, to

my right) is a radical"; or, ro pur ir
another way, "the Restoration Movement: Love it or leave it."
BRUCE BRADBERRY
Malibu, California
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Principle,

I

wanted to thank you and

the other writers.

I was helped. Not that I reached any
conclusive and final st¿nce, but th¿t I
was assured of fellowship in the srruggle with this issue.

PAUL LEARNED
Pensacola, Florid¿

is

panned in a simplistic m¿nner, though,
one can only feel disappointmenr.

positive way:

I Was Helped
Having read and enjoyed the September-October, 1975 issue which explored the validity of the Restoration

More on Faith and Doubt

I want to

my thanks to
Allen Holden, Jr., for his excellent
express

article on doubt which was contained

in the September-October issue.
Other readers who appreciated this
article might be interested in reading
an outstanding (and astounding!) piece
of doubt literature which I ran across
recently: A Grief Observed by C. S.

from the valley of despair.
Lewis begins the record by asking
". . . where is God? . . . Why is He so

present a commander in our time of
prosperity and so very absent a help in

time of trouble?" Again, he

asks,

"ls

God the Great Vivisector . . . the Cosmic Sadist?" The questions continue:
"What reason have we, except our own
desperate wishes, to believe that God
is, by any standard we can conceive,

'good'? Doesn't

all the prima facie
the oppo-

evidence suggest exacrly
site?

"

Although the book does not end
with a triumphant reaffirmation of

faith, it contains some observations
which lead one to believe that Lewis

w¿s well on his way toward coming to

terms with his grief. For example, he
ât one point: "The case is too
plain. If my house has collapsed at one
blow, that is because it was a house of
states

faith which 'took

Lewis.

cards. The

As an ardent C. S. Lewis fan, I was
quite surprised to find any writing of
his which expressed doubt about any
aspect of the Christian faith, for as

things into accounr'was not faith but
imagination. . . . It has been imaginary
faith playing with innocuous counters

your readers âÍe probably

aware,

rhese

labelled 'Illness,' 'Pain,' 'Death,' and
'Loneliness.'

'Later,

"

Lewis is one

of the greatest Christian
apologists of this century (see, for

he observes: "You cân't see
ânything properly while your eyes âfe

example, Mere Christianity, first published in 1941).
A Grief Obseraed was published by
Lewis in 19ó1 under the pseudonym,
N.W. Clerk. He was not revealed as the
true author until afrer his death in
1963.
The book was prompred by the
grief Lewis experienced following the
death of his wife in 19ó0. Lewis was a

blurred with tears. . . . And so, perhaps
with God. I have gradually been coming to feel th¿t the door is no longer
shut and bolted. Was it my own frantic
need that slammed it in my face? Tbe
time when there is nothing at all in
your soul except a cry for belp may be
just tbe time wben God can't giue it:
)/ou ãre like tbe drowning man who
cdn't be helped because he clutcbes
and grabs, " (Emphasis added.)
Finally, this great Christian thinker

bachelor until late in his life when he
married the American poer, Joy Davidman. She died of cancer shortly after

their marriage.

The book is a startling, frank

ex-

of the doubt which Lewis felt
following his wife's death. Written
over â period of several weeks, it
records â tortuous journey from the
pression

depths of grief and doubt to a faltering

reaffirmation of faith and hope which
to extricate the author

seems barely

and writer makes an observation which
should chill the souls of all of us who

feel so confident about our faith:
"God has not been trying an experiment on my faith or love in order to
find out their quality. He knew it
already. It was I who didn't."
DAVTD R. REAGAN
Plano, Texas
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WE INTERRUPT THESE FACTS
TO BRING YOU THE TRUTH
Scrooges ,or not, celebration of the Birth is an
annual in our world garden. It is popular to protest
tliat it is misinterpreted, non-biblical, reduced to a
mere tradition, commercialized, sentimentalized,
dated wrong, and otherwise abused. But it is a
hardy flower, this acknowledgment of the Birth,
and it pushes up again every year through all but
the most frozen heartsoil.
One offense, for many, is its seeming irrelevance.
What place has the recollection of the Birth story
among the hard facts that clamor for our attention? Isn't it like Nero fiddling while Rome
burned? Or like the philosopher A. N. Whitehead
thinking obscure, metaphysical thoughts while
others plunged headlong toward World War II? (A
contemporary fumed at Whitehead for wasting

time trying to

discover

how life-facts

hang

together, in a time of political upheaval and human
suffering.)

But here it is again, the quiet Bethlehem night
portrayed in countless manger scenes, all grandly
ignorant of the facts of life, Israel and the Arabs
race for atomic weapons, detente conflicts with
defense, forced busing neither works nor is it
overhauled, starving thousands are so weak they
can hardly multiply to produce starving millions,
environmentalists are locked in stalemated combat

with growth- and full-employment advocates,

minority concerns are slighted. We are sometimes
forced to agree rvith Cyprian's letter to Donatus:
"It is really a bad world, Donatus, an incredibly
bad worid."
But wait. There is something else to be said
about the Neros, the philosophers, and the Birth.
DECEMBER, 1975

Some historians say that Nero may not have been
fiddling his life away in regal indifference to the
facts of the Roman fires. A lesser-known account is
that Nero, out of the city when the fires broke out,
returned headlong into the holocaust, directing a
losing battle against it from an island in the EIba
River. There, in a moment of respite from the ugly
scene, he may have picked up a fidicula (Americans
read fiddle) and listened to a tiny bit of beauty
amidst his ruined Rome. (There is incredible
beauty in the world, too, Donatus.)
And there is Whitehead, and countless others
who have insisted that the chaotic "facts" dancing
wildly about us must somehow hang together. Do
the facts of life, however tragic, somehow fit into a
larger scheme, a more orderly cosmos? If so, then
there is nothing so tragic than to spend all our
resources skirmishing with the enemy's decoys to
the neglect of winning the war.
And that is the relevance of the Birth. The
ungodly facts among which it is celebrated are
certainly real. The Birth does not urge us to flee
them. But it would remind us that mere facfs can
loom 'too large. They can be Satan's deceptive
ploy, a diversionary tactic luring us away from the
Beauty and the Truth which give us strength to
deal with sordid facts.
Viewed in that light, the Birth is not ultimately
an interruption of the facts of life. To the heart
that can be stilled long enough to hear it, the Birth
is the world's most vital fiddle, playing the music
of the spheres. It is not simply one philosophical
idea among'many, but the Truth about all ideas. In
a world up in arms about many things, it is a
reminder that underneâth âre the everlasti"g
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Dethroning Another Queen--Theologian Langdon Gilkey has told scientists
that their craft is losing iËs sovereignty over life because it, like Ëheo1-ogy
in the MiddLe Ages, falsely assumed it was the rrqueenf' of all learning. Nobel
prLze winners at the scientific conference received the warning coolly, according to observers.

Elder Charged with ViolaËing Peace--A ruling elder in a Presbyterian
church faces a church trial on charges sÈemming from his agitation ËhaË the
church return to biblical foundations. Dr. C. Gregg Singer of Salisbury, NC,
has charged that denominational leaders are too lÍberal. The presbytery voted
to try Singer for viol-ating the peace of the church by sending ouË unrequested

Literature, agitating his minister,

and making detrimental remarks.

Charismatics In and Out--AË least three locaL southern Baptist Associahave voted to ban charísmatic churches from their fellowship. The
Houston association condemned the charismatic movement as unscriptural and
beíng of the devil. Similar action was taken by associations in Dallas and
CincinnaUi. The Texas sËaËe Baptist association, however, stopped short of
approving a move to ousË charísmatics.

tlons

Church Conflicts in Chile--Church reactions to the military regime in
Chile have refLecLed sharply differing views. Bishop Helmut Frenz of the EvangeLical LuËheran Church has come under increasing aËtack from a pro-military
Lutheran body, which has petitioned the government Ëo expel the bishop.
Some MethodisÈs report that the situation in Chil-e was so corrupË Ëhat the miliËary regime is to bepreferred, while anti-military MeËhodists elsewhere have
attacked the government. rrsome of our friends in New York have held the unwise
and unËhinking atÈitude of trying to intervenerrrcommented a former Chilean

Methodist bishop.
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